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Introduction

With its establishment just over twenty years ago, in 1993, the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia triggered a veritable Cambrian Explosion of international, hybrid, and special domestic criminal jurisdictions. They include the Rwanda Tribunal, the International Criminal Court, the Special Court for Sierra Leone, East Timor’s Special Panel for Serious Crimes and Serious Crimes Unit, the so-called “Regulation 64 Panels” in Kosovo, the War Crimes Chambers in the State Court of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia, the International Criminal Tribunal in Bangladesh, the Special Tribunal for Lebanon, and Senegal’s Extraordinary African Chambers. To this already long list, one may add initiatives currently proposed or under consideration, such as a criminal jurisdiction within the African Court of Justice and Human Rights, an EU-sponsored tribunal for the prosecution of alleged organ trafficking in Kosovo, and a UN tribunal for South Sudan.

This development is often hailed as a major advancement in international criminal justice and, indeed, international law generally. Proponents claim that these institutions bring peace, reconciliation and accountability to communities ravaged by violence, hatred and impunity; that they successfully punish and deter war crimes, crimes against humanity, and genocide; and that they not only clarify but also develop substantive norms, both on the ground and in the courtroom. Critics counter that there is no consistent evidence that international crimes trials promote peace, justice or deterrence. Detractors also point to flaws in institutional designs, vulnerabilities to political expediencies, and a lack of transparency in the discovery and application of substantive as well as procedural rules. These difficulties, in turn, undermine the legitimacy and effectiveness of individual tribunals, as well as the very regime of international criminal justice as a whole.

PluriCourts’ International Criminal Law cluster is proud to organise this conference where participants from a wide variety of backgrounds and perspectives debate the legitimacy and effectiveness of international criminal tribunals. Over the course of two days, we will tackle framework issues such as theory and perceptions of legitimacy, normative development, truths and narratives, and complementarity and regionalism; our reflections will also encompass various shapers of the tribunals’ legitimacy, including judges, prosecutors, accused persons, victims, states and NGOs. The gathering may not conclude with the last word on all questions of legitimacy and effectiveness. Nevertheless, we are confident that the conference’s findings will provide much food for thought, valuable guidance on future work at PluriCourts, and inspiration to all participants with further research.

Nobuo Hayashi
Researcher, PluriCourts
Thursday, 28 August: Structure of Legitimacy and Effectiveness

We dedicate the first day of our conference to broad, structural and thematic issues surrounding the legitimacy and effectiveness of international criminal tribunals (ICTs). Four major subjects are covered: (a) theories and perceptions of ICT legitimacy and effectiveness; (b) norms and institutions developed through the works of ICTs; (c) truths and narratives through which ICTs are said to contribute to reconciliation; and (d) the increasing importance attached to the local ownership of international criminal justice and its proximity to the affected communities.
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As we enter the second day of our conference, we delve deeper into the various actors who shape and evaluate ICTs’ legitimacy and effectiveness. They include, among others: judges, prosecutors, accused persons, victims, states, and non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Their conduct, experience and perceptions are all vital ingredients in understanding questions of ICT legitimacy and effectiveness.
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Charles Chernor Jalloh is a tenured Associate Professor, Florida International University College of Law. He is a renowned expert in the field of International Criminal Law, particularly with respect to the tense relations between Africa and the International Criminal Court. Before joining academia, he practiced law at the Canadian Department of Justice, the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda and the Special Court for Sierra Leone, where he was the Legal Advisor to the Defence Office and duty counsel to former Liberian President Charles Taylor. His most recent books are *The Sierra Leone Special Court and Its Legacy: The Impact for Africa and International Criminal Law* (CUP, 2014) and as lead editor *The Law Reports of the Special Court for Sierra Leone: Volume II - The CDF Case* (Martinus Nijhoff, 2014).
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Asad Kiyani is a PhD Candidate in Law at the University of British Columbia, and a Visiting Researcher at the Nathanson Centre on Transnational Human Rights, Crime and Security. He is an Alumnus of the Liu Institute for Global Issues. Asad received his LL.B from Osgoode Hall (Toronto), and his LL.M from Cambridge in 2008. In 2010, he was awarded a Vanier Canada Graduate Scholarship by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada. His research interests include: Canadian and international criminal law; Third World Approaches to International Law; and criminal law theory. Prior to starting his PhD, he was a member of Issa Hasan Sesay’s appeals team before the Special Court for Sierra Leone.
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